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CITY OF LAKE OSWEGO 
Planning Commission Minutes 

May 28, 2014 

 
1. CALL TO ORDER 

Chair William Gaar called the meeting to order at 6:30 p.m. in the Council Chambers of City 
Hall, 380 A Avenue, Lake Oswego, Oregon. 
 

2. ROLL CALL 
Members present were Chair William Gaar, Vice Chair Randy Arthur and Commissioners 
Adrianne Brockman, Todd Prager and Bill Ward.  Commissioner Ed Brockman was excused.  
Council Liaison Jeff Gudman was also present. 
 
Staff present were Scot Siegel, Planning and Building Services Director; Leslie Hamilton, 
Senior Planner; Evan Boone, Deputy City Attorney; and Iris McCaleb, Administrative Support. 
 

3. COUNCIL UPDATE 

Councilor Gudman reported that the Council had appointed John LaMotte and reappointed 
Randy Arthur to the Planning Commission; approved continuing the agreement for Riverdale 
fire protection; approved the farm stand legislation; and awarded a contract for repaving Kerr 
Parkway.  He noted that 1,300 families had been in town for the annual Lacrosse tournament.  
When asked if the Parsons’ farm stand would be in the community this summer he related 
they were at Saturday Market and anticipated they would be in the Kruse Village development 
next year. 
 

4. CITIZEN COMMENT (Regarding issues not on the agenda) 

Dianne Cassidy, Wren Street, Lake Oswego, 97034, asked the Commission to find a way to 
involve citizens earlier in the process so they could help determine the direction the community 
wanted to go in; they had good ideas to offer.  She opined that open houses were not very 
frank and honest, they were “show and tell” events that did not present the entire concept and 
the impacts of code changes.  She held that the public had to interpret a foreign language and 
dig to find what was buried. 
 

5. MINUTES 
5.1 December 9, 2013 

Chair Gaar moved to approve the Minutes of December 9, 2013, as amended by Vice Chair 
Arthur.  Commissioner A. Brockman seconded the motion and it passed 5:0 
 

5.2 March 24, 2014 

This item was carried over to the next meeting. 
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6. FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND ORDER 
6.1 Transportation System Plan-Periodic Review (LU 14-0015) 

Vice Chair Arthur had provided suggested edits in writing and read them aloud.  The 
Commissioners agreed to them with Mr. Siegel confirming some minor clarifications, as 
follows: 

Modifications/Additions to Statements in the Findings: 

Add: The Commission finds that final design for any project is subject to the applicable 
neighborhood plan. (6. Regarding pathway projects) 

However, the Commission finds that these can be revisited in the future, as necessary and 
appropriate. (7. Regarding certain pathways) 

The pathway can be removed at a later date, and should be removed, from any maps where it 
is shown in the Lake Grove Village Center Plan that is part of the Community Development 
Code. (7. Regarding Project #169) 

Under Section 5, Bicycle and Pedestrian System Plan comments, where appropriate, add “Not 
included in neighborhood plan.” (Order: Amendment 4.) 
 
Chair Gaar moved to approve LU 14-0014-1873 Findings, Conclusions and Order with the 
above changes.  Commissioner A. Brockman seconded the motion and it passed 5:0. 
 

7. PUBLIC HEARING 
7.1 Community Development Code Annual Housekeeping Amendments (LU 14-0014A) 

A request by the City of Lake Oswego for legislative amendments to the Community 
Development Code (CDC) to update various sections in order to correct errors, eliminate text 
ambiguities and redundancies, and clarify code text. 
 
Chair Gaar opened the public hearing. There were no declarations of conflict of interest. 
 

Staff Report 
Ms. Hamilton explained staff maintained a list of potential code housekeeping changes to 
propose in annual code update packages.  The amendments in this package corrected past 
mistakes in codifying ordinances and code updates and clarified unclear code.  She pointed 
out the matrix with all of the proposed changes in Exhibit F-1.  She highlighted key 
amendments as follows: 
 
Downtown Overlay: Fourth Floor 

Staff and Mr. Boone found there had been an inadvertent mistake during code reorganization 
that changed the word ‘shall’ to ‘may.’  They proposed to return it to ‘shall.’ 
 
Downtown Overlay: Parking Modifiers 

These changes clarified which modifiers were allowed in the Downtown overlay district.  
Because public comments at a May 15 open house had indicated these needed to be even 
clearer, staff now recommended the changes in Exhibit A-3 dated May 28.  The changes were 
intended to make the code more user-friendly and none of the standards had been changed.  
Ms. Hamilton clarified that not all modifiers applied to the entire Downtown District – two of 
them only applied in the EC Zone. 
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Front Yard Setback Plane:  Flag Lots 

Ms. Hamilton provided and discussed a graphic illustration comparing how the front yard 
setback plane standard applied to flag lots accessed via a pole but not to flag lots accessed by 
an easement over another property.  She clarified that it also did not apply to flag lots in the R-
6 zone.  She advised that the proposed change would clarify that the front yard setback plane 
did not apply to any flag lots. 
 
Ground Floor Residential Behind Commercial Use 

Ms. Hamilton advised that the Neighborhood Commercial (NC) and General Commercial (GC) 
zones allowed this and it made sense on an interior lot along Boones Ferry Road, for example.  
She clarified that on a corner lot the commercial would have to wrap the corner so residential 
was behind the commercial use from either street.  She reported that legislative history did not 
indicate this was meant to apply to corner lots and the proposed code fix would apply this 
standard only to the street with the larger classification. 
 
Street Side Setback in the R-6 Zone 

Ms. Hamilton explained that Infill 2 code amendments had reduced the setback from 10 feet to 
7.5 feet as long as there was at least 20 feet between the structure and the road surface; if 
not, the setback had to be 20 feet.  She indicated that staff had been interpreting ‘road surface’ 
to be ‘edge of pavement,’ not ‘edge of the right-of-way.’  Ms. Hamilton provided and discussed 
the example of the right-of-way at 9th Street/E Avenue where more of one side of the right-of-
way was paved.  She advised that the proposal was to change the language from ‘edge of 
roadway’ to ‘edge of pavement’ for clarity. 
 
Staff advised that the amendments were to be heard by the City Council on July 29 and that 
LU 14-0014B code amendments would be presented separately as they were more than just 
housekeeping amendments and required Measure 56 notice. 
 

Questions of Staff 
In regard to measuring the distance between a structure and the road surface Ms. Hamilton 
clarified if a curb was present staff measured 20 feet from the inside of the curb. 
 
Commissioner A. Brockman noted the staff report did not report whether the proposed 
changes were consistent with the updated Comprehensive Plan; those who testified needed to 
know that.  Mr. Boone advised the proposed amendments were intended to either clarify or 
correct the code to original intent, or correct unintentional language resulting from code 
reorganization.  Staff had researched and relied on them being consistent with the 
Comprehensive Plan at the time of original adoption.  Mr. Boone indicated that if the 
Commission thought that some items should be pulled out of this package because there were 
policy implications they could move them to another package of amendments to be addressed 
in a separate process. 
 
Chair Gaar asked staff to respond to an issue related to parking requirements raised by Carol 
Radich: 

The text of the existing Parking Requirements for the DRDD, as stated in LOC 
50.05.004.9, specifies that parking modifiers for EC are limited to the DRDD .75 
modifier and the Development Site Size modifier of .85 for > 20,000 sq. ft.; it is 
ambiguous as to whether or not the PA modifier is applicable or not because of 
the somewhat circular logic of the text for 9.a.iii. 
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Ms. Hamilton indicated that she had rewritten a section to make it clearer that the 
Development Size modifier in the general parking standards would also apply in the East End 
Commercial (EC) Zone and that the EC Zone had two additional modifiers that only applied in 
that zone. 
 
When asked about the impact on pending applications of a proposed change of wording to 
‘shall’ in the provisions regarding allowing a fourth floor, Mr. Boone advised that these code 
amendments would not apply to them because those decisions had to be based on the 
standards in place at the time of application.  He related the proposed change back to ‘shall’ 
was supported by both staff’s research of the legislative history and by the statutory 
framework, because there were no standards and criteria related to ‘may.’ 
 

Public Testimony 
Carol Radich, Ellis Avenue, Lake Oswego, 97034, represented the Evergreen Neighborhood 
Association.  She related their first concern was that where parking modifiers were to apply 
was ambiguous.  They asked the Commission to table them for more study and discussion.  
They were concerned that the new staff interpretation would expand allowed parking modifiers 
from two to three and that cut the parking requirements almost in half.  They held that drivers 
who could not find parking downtown ended up parking on neighborhood streets.  Their 
second issue was that the change from ‘may’ to ‘shall’ in regard to a fourth story could 
effectively negate the intents of the Urban Design Plan to have a random village style with a 
mix of two, three and four stories, and the code, which interpreted ‘village character’ as a 
community of small scale structures.  She said they were concerned that the proposed change 
would unequivocally allow a fourth story under almost any circumstance.  She indicated that 
they could have a fourth story, for example, if fourth story design elements created visual 
interest, or if it defined a building’s function.  She stated that although staff proposed to make 
the change based on a clerical error the Association asked the City to keep the word ‘may’ so 
the City had some discretion in the number and design of four-story buildings downtown. 
 
Carole Ockert, Cumberland Road, Lake Oswego, 97034, Chair of the First Addition/Forest 
Hills Neighborhood Association (FAN/FH), illustrated why the change from ‘edge of roadway’ 
to ‘edge of pavement’ in Street Side Setback in R-6 would result in strange alignments of 
adjacent buildings, which was something the Infill Task Force would not have intended. 
 
Jim Bolland, 5th Street, Lake Oswego, 97034, stated that he was the Co-Chair of the Lake 
Oswego Neighborhood Action Coalition (LONAC) and a former member of the Infill Task 
Forces.  He indicated that he could not recall what staff proposed coming out of Infill 2.  He 
recalled that when the Task Force considered side yard setbacks on 50 foot wide lots they did 
not want to see houses only 10 feet apart on center lots next to corner lots.  They wanted 
more separation. 
 
Ms. Ockert offered a slide presentation including photographs of houses with front porches on 
corner lots in the R-6 district in FAN/FH.  She contrasted those that were a good 
representation of what the neighborhood wanted to see with examples that were not.  She 
advised that a course correction was necessary because the code was being misinterpreted.  
She noted that 50.06.001.3b - Front Porch Required specified the required dimensions and 
provided a schematic of what they would look like.  She pointed out examples where what was 
called ‘front porch’ was actually a patio and what was being used as a front door was not in a 
front porch and was on the side elevation.  She held that those designs interrupted the 
streetscape.  In regard to why the code was consistently being misinterpreted, she suggested 
it could be because of certain code language and an example in the code.  She pointed out 
that FAN/FH lots were oriented in different ways; someone could call something the ‘front’ that 
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she would call the ‘side’; and, the code language referred to lots with ‘more than two’ street 
frontages. 
 
Ms. Ockert noted the Infill Design Handbook talked about what a front porch should be:  the 
porch was to work with window and door patterns and connect the door to a path leading to 
the street or driveway; and the front porch helped to reduce the apparent scale of the front 
elevation while functioning as one of the connecting elements between the front door to the 
street.  She suggested the easiest solution to having homes in the R-6 area of FAN/FH built 
appropriately was to follow the code as it was currently written.  She advised that they should 
add a Front Porch definition to the Code Glossary that detailed that the location of the Front 
Porch was to be determined by the ability to meet front and rear yard setbacks; that the front 
porch was to be attached to the front house plane and was to include the front door; and that 
the front door was to be the primary entrance for persons entering from the public street and 
front setback.  She would also add a front door within the front porch to Figure 50.06.001-K. 
 
Ms. Hamilton advised that staff was addressing the front porch issue in the next package with 
other Measure 56 items and the Commission would be considering it later in July. When Ms. 
Ockert expressed concern about the delay, Mr. Siegel related that when Ms. Ockert and 
FAN/FH brought this to his attention he had issued a code interpretation that directed staff to 
interpret the front porch as on the front elevation, accessible from the street, and subject to 
other criteria that Ms. Ockert had mentioned in her presentation.  He advised that they would 
follow that interpretation until the next package of code amendments was processed.  Ms. 
Ockert confirmed that the Planning Director’s interpretation was what she wanted. 
 
Mr. Bolland indicated he viewed it as a matter of misinterpretation of code – not a policy issue.  
He recalled that when they created their neighborhood plan there had been no question in 
their minds that the short side of 50 feet x 120 feet R-6 lots was the only way to orient the front 
of the house and still meet front and rear setbacks.  He advised that people were being 
allowed to violate front and rear setbacks; put a porch on the ‘side’ which was really the front; 
and put the front door in the middle of the long side.  Chair Gaar indicated that the City was 
providing Measure 56 notice in the event there were those who had a different opinion. 
 
Mr. Boone advised the question of which was the front lot line and how that determination was 
made (by the City Manager) was addressed in a different section of code, not in the section 
that Ms. Ockert referred to.  He added that Measure 56 notice was required because the 
owners of houses Ms. Ockert would consider bad examples had the right to do what they did 
(the patio met the code because it was next to the front lot line; and there was no current 
requirement for the house to be accessed through the front porch) and a change could further 
limit their right to use their property. 
 
Mr. Bolland held that the process of staff providing a new document at the hearing with new 
proposed changes that people had not seen before was not good process. He related the 
LONAC Executive Committee had asked him to convey their position on several issues: 

• Fourth Floor (‘may’ or ‘shall’).  They wanted to retain ‘may’.  A legal argument 
about ‘may’ or ‘shall’ had been made by an attorney.  To change it now would 
muddy the waters. 

• Parking.  LONAC’s recommendation was to table the proposed changes and ask 
the Chamber of Commerce’s Parking Task Force to go over it. 

Mr. Bolland recalled how the parking modifiers had been applied to the Wizer 
development; this was a lot more than just a minor correction of a misstatement 
in code or a table.  He pointed out that the Task Force was composed of 
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stakeholders representing businesses, the Chamber and the neighborhoods.  He 
commented that they had met for over a year and submitted recommendations 
that had been gathering dust on a shelf and the way the ordinance was being 
interpreted downtown was constantly reducing the number of required parking 
places, which was counter to the Task Force recommendations. 

• Inequities in allocating transportation impacts.  LONAC wanted the Commission to 
initiate a text amendment that would allocate transportation impacts among the various 
downtown properties so there was some equity in how they got to develop.  The City 
was treating downtown property owners unfairly and inequitably. 

Mr. Bolland indicated that the code required developments to address 
traffic/intersections impacts; if the first one to build in the core Downtown shopping 
district was allowed to build to full allowable density there was a potential it would block 
the ability of someone across the street from developing to the same density/floor area 
ratio (FAR) because of the impacts on the streets/intersections.  He noted that as an 
example, if the Wizer block was developed to full FAR it would impact property owners 
on Blocks 49 and 48 and they would not likely be able to develop to that same density.  
He advised that LONAC would be happy to work with staff to find a better way to 
allocate transportation impacts equitably. 
 

Dianne Cassidy, Wren Street, Lake Oswego, 97034, had submitted written testimony 
regarding the Fourth Floor issue of ‘may’ versus ‘shall.’  She testified orally in regard to parking 
requirements.  She advised that the language ‘Parking shall be designed to provide adequate, 
but not excessive, space’ should be corrected because the City Council had removed the 
language ‘but not excessive’ when they considered the Comprehensive Plan.  She indicated 
she was concerned that the code was rife with modifiers; an example was that parking 
requirements were layered, using modifiers, so if applicants did certain things they could have 
certain modifications.  She referred to the Downtown overlay modifiers that allowed reductions 
in parking.  She advised the reduction due to the availability of on-street parking and transit 
had not worked in Lake Grove.  She advised that the City had required Oakridge Park and 
Lake Grove Village developments to have less parking than would normally be the case and 
that had adverse results.  She reported that drivers were parking on the pathway on Oakridge 
and in the street and in both cases there were bus stops there.  She concluded availability of 
transit did not make a difference because people wanted to drive cars.  She indicated there 
were aspects of LOC 50.06.005.3.a Parks and Open Space Contribution Standards for 
Approval/Amount of Open Space required (page 22) that concerned her.  She pointed out that 
it required donation of land for trails/pathways if someone wanted to develop.  She suggested 
that they should consider what was required of people in order to develop; how much 
compensation they would get, if any, for the City to get what it wanted; and what kind of loss 
they would suffer.  She asked how the modifiers fit code streamlining.  She commented that 
the code was very difficult to read and understand. 
 
Paul Graham, Fruitwood Court, Lake Oswego, 97035, related that he had chaired the Parking 
Task Force.  He related that the Chamber of Commerce had formed the group of Downtown 
stakeholders (including businesses, neighborhoods and shoppers) a year ago to look at eight 
parking code changes staff proposed at that time.  He reported that the Task Force thought 
the parking code changes needed to be realistic improvements that were easily understood 
and applied; they should be adaptable as it was hard to anticipate every situation that might 
come up; they needed to be tailored to Lake Oswego’s specific needs (for shoppers, 
employees, visitors, and Park & Ride folks); they should not shift parking from one area to 
another (for example, from the business area to the neighborhoods); and, they needed to be 
cost effective.  He explained that they had spent seven months considering constructive 
suggestions, but after November elections that code change proposal had been tabled.  He 
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asked the Commission to give the Task Force the opportunity to look at the currently-proposed 
changes and work with staff to achieve the best result. 
 
Commissioner A. Brockman indicated she supported that.  She related a recent experience of 
being unable to find parking on 2nd Street.  She noted there was an organization that had 
studied parking throughout the United States and offered national standards related to the 
number of parking spaces they should have per 1,000 sf or for different types of residential 
units.  She recalled Lake Oswego was substantially below the national standards.  They were 
reducing parking where there was no bus service available; she advised that they should start 
by looking at what the national standard required and look very carefully at the modifiers and 
how and why they reduced parking.  Mr. Graham advised as they moved forward they needed 
to look at structured parking in multiple places; how it looked; and who paid for it. 
 
Carolyne Jones, Poplar Way, Lake Oswego, 97034, explained that she had come to testify 
regarding what had been covered at the open house, but now found the hearing packet was 
totally new information.  She asked the Commission to table the proposal to give people time 
to understand it, and hold another open house and work session.  She highlighted items in the 
draft code which were “surprises”.  Those were: 

• That manufactured homes were permitted in the R-15 zone. 
• A multitude of codes on pages 2 and 3 with no key provided to help her figure out 

what those codes meant. 
• That there was no explanation regarding why exceptions to Garage Appearance 

and Location/Multiple Garage Opening Setbacks was an error in a previous CDC 
update. 

• That Parks and Open Space Contribution referred to mapped trails and pathways in 
the Trail and Pathways Master Plan when the legitimacy of that Plan was 
questionable; 

• Many of the trails in the Plan had been chosen by staff without public input and it 
was unclear if this referred to the trails mapped in the Transportation System Plan 
(TSP) in the old or new Comprehensive Plan because the new TSP had not yet 
been adopted. 

• The revisions contradicted the Sensitive Lands program-related part of the 
Comprehensive Plan which was being totally revised and had not yet been 
adopted. 

• It was hard to grasp what staff meant/intended under Park and Open Space 
Contribution/Standards for Approval, Required Open Space – How Provided (page 
23) when they explained:  “Areas” is not a defined term.  Because it applied based 
on the nature of the use on the site, rather than applied as a zone requirement, the 
more appropriate term is “use”. 

 
Deliberations 

Chair Gaar noted there had been an open house with almost the exact same document on 
May 15, so this was not the first time the material had been seen.  The Commissioners 
discussed the changes itemized in the May 16 Staff Report and the Draft Code Text Parking 
Modifiers – Table 50.06.002-4 dated May 28. 
 
Item 2:  Clarify Townhome Use in West Lake Grove – RMU Zone 

Chair Gaar indicated he agreed that the proposed change was to restore an inadvertent 
omission.  Procedurally, they could make this change now so a policy discussion could occur 
later.  Ms. Hamilton confirmed for Commissioner Prager that the permitted uses, including 
manufactured homes, were allowed by existing code; the underlying text had been 
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reorganized and renumbered so the code references in the table had been renumbered.  
Commissioner A. Brockman indicated she was concerned that if townhome use was allowed 
as a stand-alone use it would be on the ground floor and that conflicted with their goal for a 
pedestrian-oriented shopping area.  She indicated that allowing townhome use only above 
commercial use did not conflict and she would not support the proposed change.  She advised 
that it needed to be looked at in the context of the newly-adopted Comprehensive Plan. 
 
Chair Gaar moved to change the language as proposed by City staff.  Commissioner Ward 
seconded the motion and it passed 4:1.  Commissioner A. Brockman voted no. 
 
Item 6:  Fourth Floor in the Downtown Redevelopment Design District 

Commissioner Ward indicated he would keep the existing word ‘may’.  Commissioner A. 
Brockman indicated what was proposed would be a very significant change and it was not fair 
to the community to change the language they were currently using without more community 
dialogue.  She also noted that there was no indication whether it was consistent or 
inconsistent with the Comprehensive Plan.  Commissioner Prager indicated he viewed this as 
an inadvertent error from the code reorganization; however, they would be doing a disservice 
by changing it back because the related standards were not clear.  He would leave it as it was 
until they could give this more study.  Vice Chair Arthur agreed and indicated he preferred to 
leave the language as it was for the time being.  Chair Gaar indicated he did not favor the 
existing language ‘may’ because it could create more of an issue on appeal when the City took 
discretionary action and denied a fourth floor without any related standards.  However, for the 
purpose of having a unanimous vote on Item 6 he would concede and vote not to change the 
language.  He advised that a larger policy discussion would be needed in regard to associated 
standards and conditions. 
 
Item 3:  Residential Units “Behind” Commercial Use 

Commissioner A. Brockman questioned what level of quality of life residents of those units 
would have on the back of a lot.  She hoped it would be well done.  She reluctantly supported 
the change as it kept the commercial hub.  Commissioner Prager and Vice Chair Arthur each 
indicated he supported the change.  Commissioner Ward indicated he could agree to it after 
Ms. Hamilton clarified that a single building could contain the residential use on the ground 
level of the secondary street frontage.  Chair Gaar said he supported it as it made sense and 
staff had done a good job of articulating the reasons for making the change.  He observed 
unanimous agreement to make this change. 
 
Item 8:  Front Yard Setback Plane on Flag Lots 

Commissioners A. Brockman and Prager, Vice Chair Arthur and Chair Gaar each indicated 
they agreed to the change.  Ms. Hamilton clarified for Commissioner Ward that the purpose of 
Item 8 was not to change the standard itself, but to clarify that it did not apply to any flag lot.  
He said he had no problem with Item 8 but he would abstain because he was concerned the 
standard could conceivably result in a very strangely-shaped roof structure on an irregularly-
shaped lot.  Chair Gaar observed that four Commissioners supported the proposed change 
and one abstained, so the change would be made. 
 
Item 10:  Garage Appearance and Location Standards 

Each of the Commissioners indicated they agreed to the proposed changes.  Vice Chair Arthur 
noted the change was to correct a mistake. 
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Parking Modifiers 

Chair Gaar indicated that because of the testimony; because this was new information; and 
because parking was a critical issue in the City he would suggest sending it back to the 
parking Task Force.  Commissioner A. Brockman indicated it was a major issue that needed to 
be thoroughly looked at.  What was proposed did not make sense because there was not 
going to be bus service in neighborhoods for lifetimes.  She suggested having a work session 
so staff could explain why what was being proposed made sense. 
 
Chair Gaar moved to recommend that the City Council reject the proposal and ask the 
Chamber’s Parking Task Force to look at the proposed modifications and related policy issues 
and then send them back to the Planning Commission and City Council for approval.  
Commissioner A. Brockman seconded the motion and discussion followed.  Chair Gaar 
recalled Mr. Graham seemed to be willing to reconvene the Task Force so he anticipated that 
would happen and if it did not, the matter could come back to the Commission for study.  The 
vote was conducted and the motion passed by unanimous vote. 
 
Commissioners then highlighted and discussed other aspects of the Draft in Exhibit A-2. 
 
Park and Open Space Contributions/Standards for approval / Required Open Space – How 
Provided (50.06.005.3.b) Item 17 to change “Areas” to “use”.  (Page 23) 

Staff proposed to change a sentence of the standard as follows:   

Open space land in commercial, institutional, public use, industrial and office 
campus areas use may be provided as a combination of reserved land and 
landscaping. 

Commissioner A. Brockman noted this was saying that required open space was based on the 
use.  She asked what happened if the use changed.  Mr. Boone advised if the use changed 
and the development could not meet the open space requirement for that use they might not 
be allowed to have that use.  Mr. Siegel advised in commercial zones that allowed residential 
use the open space requirements could be different for residential than commercial 
developments.  He agreed ‘areas’ was ambiguous.  Chair Gaar asked what had occurred in 
practice that made staff suggest this change.  Mr. Siegel thought past practice was to connect 
the open space requirement to use.  Commissioners and staff talked about what word to use 
instead of ‘areas’ or ‘use’.  While Mr. Boone advised that if they used ‘zone’ they could just 
look at the table of permitted uses in that zone, Mr. Siegel cautioned that saying ‘zones’ could 
have some unintended consequences.  Chair Gaar indicated he liked the concept of ‘zones’ 
but they needed more information about how it would work in practice.  Commissioner Prager 
asked for further analysis of how to resolve the ambiguity.  The Commissioners then agreed to 
Mr. Siegel’s suggestion to include this in Package B because it would have impacts on 
development potential no matter which direction they went in. 
 
Item 24: Order of Testimony in Appeal Hearings 

Commissioner A. Brockman noted the procedure allocated more total time for the applicant to 
present (15 minutes) and then rebut (5 minutes) than for opponents, who got 15 minutes.  She 
would give the opponents 20 minutes.  Chair Gaar observed that the issue she raised was not 
before the Commission. 
 
Dimensional Table/Residential Medium Density Zone/Yard Setback Additional Standards/ R-6 
Yard Setback Standards 50.04.001.2.ii.1.  ITEM 34:  Clarifies that the measurement is from 
the edge of pavement. 
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A note in Table 50.04.001-5: Minimum Yard Setbacks – R-6 Zone was proposed to be 
changed as follows: 

Provided there is no less than 20 ft. between the edge of pavement road surface 
and the structure. 

Commissioner A. Brockman indicated this should specify measurement from the property line 
because over time paving was widened and sidewalks were added.  Commissioner Prager 
recalled the testimony that ‘from the edge of the pavement’ could create inconsistency.  He 
asked staff how best to address this.  Ms. Hamilton thought, based on Infill 2, measurement 
was to be from the travel surface; in practice staff was using the edge of the pavement.  She 
recalled that people at the open house had asked what it meant.  Staff had not been able to 
find the answer in the legislative history.  Mr. Boone recalled the goal was to ensure that on 
corner lots adjacent to a street the street side yard was the same as the front yard on the 
adjacent properties.  He noted if that was the goal then ‘property line’ would seem appropriate, 
but then it resulted in a reduced building area on the corner lot.  Ms. Hamilton confirmed the 
proposed change was meant to reflect what staff did now; it codified how they had been 
defining ‘road surface.’  Chair Gaar suggested if defining it would cause issues it should be 
made part of Package B.  He asked for a staff analysis.  There was general agreement to put it 
in the next package of amendments.  Mr. Siegel said staff would work with FAN/FH to identify 
implications.  Commissioner A. Brockman suggested they find out if sidewalks were to be 
added sometime in the future, it could result in moving houses closer and that might not be a 
good living environment. 
 
Chair Gaar moved to recommend that the City Council approve the changes in LU 14-0014A 
except for the specific items the Planning Commission had recommended be either removed 
or returned.  He agreed to include correcting the citation [Definitions] on page 33 to 
50.10.003.2.  Commissioner A. Brockman seconded the motion and it passed 5:0.  The final 
vote on the Findings, Conclusions and Order was scheduled for June 9, 2014. 
 

8. COMMISSION FOR CITIZEN INVOLVEMENT 
Mr. Siegel reviewed the May 23, 2014, staff memo from Sarah Selden to the Commission for 
Citizen Involvement (CCI).  He pointed out that the CCI had set June 9 as their next meeting 
date.  He noted that it was to include refining their goals; the Southwest Employment Area and 
Lake Grove Parking projects; process improvements related to public testimony; and ideas for 
commissioner training. 
 
Chair Gaar noted they had been asked if they would appoint a commissioner to the Southwest 
Employment Area Advisory Committee.  No one volunteered for that at this meeting.  Mr. 
Siegel related the City Council was scheduled to award a consultant contract on July 1.  He 
posed the question whether the committee should include ‘at-large’ members.  Commissioner 
Prager wanted to know if the Commission could receive public comments early in the process 
and before they held any work sessions.  He reasoned that this would help the Commission 
hone in on areas of public concern and would help to reduce scrambling at the end of the 
process to address those concerns. 
 

9. SCHEDULE REVIEW 
No discussion. 
 

10. OTHER BUSINESS – PLANNING COMMISSION 
None. 
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11. ADJOURNMENT 

There being no other business Chair Gaar adjourned the meeting at 9:45 p.m. 
 

Respectfully submitted, 
 
 
 
Iris McCaleb  /s/ 
Iris McCaleb 
Administrative Support 
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